Dear Mr President:

I am concerned about refugee camps. Your Stay in Mexico (MPP) policy has forced thousands of people into dangerous camps in areas your own State Department deems too dangerous for travel. This violates refugee protocols adding international crimes to your domestic treason. You have created ideal conditions for cartels to thrive by terrorizing those fleeing central American violence and further destabilize the Mexican government in a reprise of your Syrian actions to reestablish ISIS. This is also extending your child separation policy with desperate parents sending children to cross alone rather than die in your camps. Many of those tasked with executing the MPP are appalled with the Asylum Officers Union opposed and some members resigning in protest. Your continued association with Mr Miller makes clear that this horror is intentional. I worry that you have so debased yourself and dehumanized your victims that you are now capable of any atrocity.

Please assure me that you will immediately end the MPP.

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from our respect for international law.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson